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Abstract

In this paper, a prototype robotic workcell for the parallel assembly of LIGA components is described.
A Cartesian robot is used to press 386 and 485 micron diameterpins into a LIGA substrateand then place a
3-inch diameter wafer with LIGA gears onto the pins. Upward and downward looking microscopes are
used to locate holes in the LIGA substrate,pins to be pressed in the holes, and gears to be placed on the
pins. This vision system can locate partswithin 3 microns, while the Cartesianmanipulator can place the
parts within 0.4 microns.

Introduction

When developing MEMS (Micro-Electromechanical Systems), there are three primary technologies:
surface micromachined silicon, bulk micromachined silicon, and LIGA (Lithography Galvonoforming
Abforrning). All three technologies have their own advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the
surface and bulk micromachiued silicon technologies take advantage of the infrastructureand machinery
developed for producing integrated circuits [1]. This infrastmcturehas been designed for massively
parallel fabrication, where hundreds of identical copies of the same device are replicated on a single silicon
wafer. On the downside, this same infrastructurelimits the types and thickness of materials, and the design
of these devices. Typically, the silicon-based materials are used. Also, the devices are typically designed
to be planar, although pop-up three-dimensional structureshave been demonstrated [2].

LIGA is an alternativetechnology, where the component sizes typically lie between conventionally
machined components and surface rnicromachined silicon components [3] [4]. The advantages of the LIGA
approach are that the individual piece parts can be fabricated out of metals and plastics, and they are
typically thicker than surface micromachined parts. Although the parts are typically limited to stepwise
prismatic shapes, the parts can be assembled into complex, three-dimensional structures,which is a
requirement for high aspect ratio precision micro-scaled components. Unfortunately, this assembly step is
a time consuming, labor intensive process, which greatly limits the mass production of the LIGA devices.

In the past, many researchers have investigated the assembly of individual MEMS components with
teleoperated robotic devices [5-7]. More recently, semi-automated assembly systems with vision and force
feedback have been developed [8- 12]. However, all of these systems only manipulate individual
components. In the fkire, for LIGA to be more widely accepted as an analogous process to planar
microfabrication, a means of batch manufacturing is needed [13] [14]. Similar to the parallel fabrication
process of silicon surface machined devices, LIGA-fabricated MEMS need to be fabricated and assembled
using “standard” processes thatare parallel in nature. In this paper, we investigate the assembly of parallel
LIGA parts and the use of multiple cameras for visual feedback.

As an example, imagine building 100 LIGA-fabricated transmissionsin parallel. For a geared
transmission to be formed, multiple layers of LIGA gears would have to be bonded together and released
onto pins (see Figure 1). Sandia National Laboratories has shown that it may be possible to do this by
using diffision bonding to adhere layers of LIGA parts [15]. The “standard” processes would consist of
four steps: fabrication, assembly, diffusion bonding, and release. These steps would be repeated several
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times, each time adding a new layer of LIGA to the final assembly. The fabrication step is the standard
LIGA process of developing a PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) mold using X-ray lithography,
electroplating the metal on the wafer, and removing the PMMA mold, thus leaving the LIGA layer on the
wafer. The assembly step consists of aligning and mating two LIGA layers on two separatewafers. The
diffusion-bonding step adheres the new layer of LIGA to a previous layer of LIGA. The release step
chemically etches the thin sacrificial layer of the top wafer, thusreleasing this LIGA layer. In this paper,
we will discuss in detail only the assembly step. The details of the other two steps are still being actively
pursued.

Figure 1. Geared transmission made of LIGA parts.

The next several sections describe our prototype workcell, a vision calibration routine, and the
experimental results. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are given at the end of the paper.

Parallel Assembly Workcell

At Sandia National Laboratories, we have designed, fabricate~ and tested a workcell that presses 386
and 485 micron diameter pins into a LIGA substrateand then places a 3-inch diameter wafer with LIGA
gears on the pins. The workcell consists of 4 DOF (Degree of Freedom) AMTI (subsidiary of ESEC)
Cartesian assembly system, two long working distance microscopes, a pin insertion tool, a wafer-handling
vacuum chuck, and a wafer pallet. The AMTI robot has a repeatability of 0.4 microns in the x and y
directions, 8 microns in the z direction, and 0.006 degrees in rotation about z. The downward looking
microscope is mounted to the x,y,z stages of the robot, while the upward looking microscope is mounted
next to the wafer pallet.

Figures 2 and 3 show the layout of our parallel assembly system. A pallet under the AMTI robot holds
three 3-inch diameter silicon wafers. The wafer in the middle has a LIGA substratebonded to it. This
substratecontains 382 micron and 481 micron diameter holes. The wafer to the left contains 386 and 485
micron pins, which have been manually placed in clearance holes (392 and 492 microns). The wafer to the
right is upside down and contains LIGA gears (with 394 and 496 clearance holes) still bonded to the plating
material on the wafer. The robot f~st picks up the pins from the wafer on the left, press fits them into the
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wafer in the middle, and then places the wafer on the right onto the wafer in the middle such thatthe pins
and gears align. The resulting wafer sandwich would then be taken to a chemical bath where the thin metal
sacrificial layer on the top wafer would be removed, thusreleasing the gears. The gears would then be free
to rotate on the press-fit pins.

Figure 2. Parallel assembly lay-out used to insertpins and align wafers. The upward looking microscope
is visible in the lower left of the picture.

Figure 3. Perpendicular view ofparallel assembly lay-out. Downward looking microscope is on the left
side of the picture, and the upward looking microscope is on the right.
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Three tools are mounted on the end of the AMTI robot. The fust is a dial gage, which is used to align
the surface of the pallet with the AMTI x,y plane. The second tool is a pin insertion tool, which contains a
vacuum tip for picking up a pin and a vertical pneumatic actuator for pressing the pin to a specified force.
The third tool is a vacuum chuck for picking up and placing the wafer of gears onto the wafer of inserted
pins.

Vision System Calibration

Calibration of the vision system is key to the localization and alignment of the pins and gears. The
exact locations of the pins, gears, pin insertion tool, and wafer-handling tool are not known a priori.
Instead, we use the vision system to determine these locations.

A 3-inch diameter calibration wafer is used to calibrate both the downward and upward looking
microscope cameras. This ceramic wafer has two metal pins thathave been bonded into the wafer,
perpendicular to the surface. The result is thattwo small circular holes ( 147 and 244 microns diameter and
488 microns apart) are visible on both sides of the wafer. Originally, we had planned to use the difference
in size of the two holes to determine the orientation of the pair, and the known distance between the holes
to determine the microscope magnification. However, we found thatit is simpler to use a single hole and
move the microscope or the calibration wafer with the AMTI robot in order to determine both the
magnification and the orientation of the microscopes with respect to either robot or world coordinates.

The process of calibrating the two microscope cameras is as follows:

1. The calibration wafer is first placed in the center location of the pallet. The downward looking
microscope views the pin in the calibration wafer from threenon-collinear positions by translating
the robot in the x andy directions. The microscope magnification and orientation are determined
from the image position of the pin and the measured robot positions.

2. The wafer is carefully picked up and brought over to the upward looking microscope. Again, the
robot is translatedto three non-collinear positions, and the microscope magnification and
orientation are determined for the upward looking microscope.

3. The wafer is next rotated and translatedto several positions within the field of view of the upward
looking microscope. From the image positions of the pin and the measured robot positions, the
position of the upward looking microscope in world coordinates and the position offset of the pin
with respect to the robot tool coordinates are computed.

4. Once the position offset of the pin is known, the position of the downward looking microscope
with respect to the robot tool coordinates is computed. This assumes thatthe wafer did not shift in
the x or y directions when the robot picked it up.
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Figure 4 (a) Calibration wafer being viewed by the downward looking microscope. (b) Calibration wafer
being viewed by the upward looking microscope.

Figure 4 illustratesa schematic of the workcell and the coordinate frames thatdescribe the position and
orientation of’ the various components. Homogeneous transformations are used to describe the relative
positions and orientations between components. The transformationsare:

wT, = Position and orientation of the robot tool plate with respect to the world;

wTV, = Position (excluding orientation) of the robot tool plate with respect to the worl~

‘V TCd= Position and orientation of the downward looking microscope camera with respect to the
robot position;

wTCU= Position and orientation of upward looking microscope camera with respect to the world.
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When the downward looking microscope is viewing the calibration wafer in the pallet, the position of a
feature~(the calibration pin) with respect to the downward camera is related to the same position with
respect to the world by

(1)

where wp f is the position of featuref with respect to the world, and cdp f is the position of featuref with

respect to downward looking camera.
When the upward looki~g microscope is viewing the calibration wafer while the robot is holding it, the

position of the feature with respect to the upward looking camera is related to the same position with
respect to the robot by

‘“Tr ‘pf =WTCUC“pf . (2)

where rp f is the position and orientation of featuref with respect to the robot tool plate, and ‘Up f is the

position of featuref with respect to the upward looking camera.
In addition, the following transformationsmap 3-D positions into 2-D image coordinates:

Icd
pf ‘Scd cdPf

IC’pf =Sm c’pf

(3)

(4)

where ‘cd p f and ““p ~ are the positions of the feature in image coordinates, and Scd and SCUare the

perspective transformations of the downward and upward looking cameras.

In these equations, wTrxYzand wTr are the measured positions of the robot, and ‘cd p f and

“up fare the measured positions of the feature from the downward and upward looking microscopes. The

objective of the calibration process is to find the transformations ‘y= TCd, wTCU, S cd , andSCU.
These transformations can be simplified from the normal 6-dimensional representationto a 3-

dirnensional representation if the following assumptionshold:

Al. Since the AMTI robot is a 4 degree-of-freedom system, all assembly operations are constrained to
(x,y,z) translationand rotation about the z axis.

A2. Within the field of view of the downward and upward looking microscopes, the short depth of
field constrains the z dimension to be a constant.

Therefore, within the field of view of the microscopes, the transformationsare constrained to x andy
translation and rotation about the z-axis.

First, let us consider step number one of the calibration process. The downward looking microscope
camera, cd, is rigidly attachedto the .x,y,ztranslationstage of the AMTI robot. Orienting the fourth axis
does not effect the position of the downward looking microscope. The position of the hole on the wafer

with respect to the world coordinates ( ‘x, ‘y ) is related to the same position with respect to the camera

( cdX, Cdy) by
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where ( ‘xr, ‘yr ) is the position of the robot tool wifi respect to the world coord~atest ( ‘zXcd, ‘yzY,~ )
is the position of the downward looking camera with respect to the robot tool (without orientation about z),
and a is the orientation of the camera about z with respect to the robot tool (without orientation about z).

The microscope scales the position of the hole with respect to the downward looking camera by

where ( ‘Cdx, ‘Cdy) is the position of the hole in pixels, and ( ???Xcd,rnYcd) are the x,y microscope

magnification factors.
Combining Equations (5) and (6),

(7)

Since the x,y positioning repeatability of the AMTI robot is 0.4 microns, we assume thatthe robot’s
position is exact and is known. Also, we are able to measure the position of the hole in image coordinates

( lcdx, ledy ). However, the microscope magnification ( rnxcd,???Ycd), the position and orientation of the

camera with respect to the robot tool ( ‘W xcd, ‘wzYcd, a ), ad the Position of tie hole with respect to the

world coordinates ( ‘x, ‘“y ) are not known.
By moving the robot and downward looking camera to three non-collinear positions and recording the

location of the hole in image coordinates, we can determine the microscope magnification and orientation

of the camera. Since ( ‘Wzxcd, ‘Vzycd ) and (‘x, ‘y) are constant,

[ 1[ 1[ 1(lcdq-JcdX,) (1cdX3-I’dx2)= ‘xcd Cosa ‘y.d ‘ins (wXr2-wx.1) (Wxrs-wxrz). (g)

(1cdy2-lcdyl) (1cdy3-1cd~2)
– t?tycd sin a mxcd cosa (Wyrz–wyrl) (wJ7r3 ““J’r2 )

In general,

[

‘xcd Cos a ‘ycd ‘in a

H 1[ 1

–1
_ (1cdx2-lcdX~) (1cdX3–IcdX*) (wXr2-wXr, ) (wXr3–wXr2) .

(9)
– mYCdsina rnXCdcosa – (1cdy2-Icdyl) (1cdy3-1cdy2) (wyr2-wyrl) (wyr3-wyr2)

Solving for the three unknowns is simplified if the robot moves only in the x direction between points

1 and 2 and then moves only in they direction between points 2 and 3, i.e. (wyr2–wyrl)= O and

(wxr3-wxr2)= O. Solving for the angle of the camera and the x,y microscope magnification

a=arctan ~y’-Icd’#xr2-wxrl

~1----+Y3-zcd~yr3-wyr2) ‘

(lo)
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‘XC’=*‘“’“,’=- ‘f ‘s’””’’0019‘“)

‘r ‘Xcd=-and‘,Cd=*‘f ‘s’””’<OO1(12)

If image noise is a problem, then the robot should be moved to more than 3 points, and a least squares
approach [16] should be used to solve for Equation (8). As will be shown in the Experimental Results
Section, image noise was not a problem, so a unique solution was adequate.

Similarly, we can solve for the microscope rnagnitlcation and orientation of the upward looking
microscope. In this case, the robot picks up the calibration wafer and the upward looking microscope
views the pin tiom the underside of the wafer. The position of the hole on the wafer with respect to the

robot tool ( ‘x, ‘y) is related to the same position with respect to the upward looking camera ( Cux,Cuy) by

(13)

where ( ‘xr, ‘yr ) is the position of the robot tool (without orientation about z) with respect to the world

COOI_diIIateS,(‘%U,‘YCU) ‘S thePOSitiOnOfthe upward looking camera with respect to the world
coordinates, and /3 is the orientation of the camera about z with respect to the world coordinates. For now,
the orientation of the robot tool is assumed to be zero.

The microscope scales the position of the hole with respect to the upward looking camera by

where ( Icux, ‘Cuy) is the position of the hole in pixels, and ( mxcu, mYCu) are the x,y microscope

magnification factors.
Combining Equations (13) and (14),

(14)

(15)

The position of the hole in image coordinates ( ‘Cux, ‘Cuy) and the robot position ( ‘xr, ‘yr ) can be

measured. However, the microscope magnification ( mxcu, mYcu ,) the position and orientation of the

camera with respect to the world ( ‘xcu, ‘ycU, P), and the position of the hole with respect to the robot tool

( ‘x, ‘y ) are not known.

By moving the robot and the calibration wafer to three non-collinear positions and recording the
location of the hole in image coordinates, the microscope magnification and orientation of the camera can

be determined. Since ( ‘x, ‘y) and ( ‘xcU, ‘ycU ) are constant,
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[ 1[
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mycusin P (WXY2-Wxrl) (wXr3–wXr2) , (16)
(~my2-~’Uyl) (1Cuy3-~Cuy2) – rnywsin~ mxCucos D (wy,2 –Wyrl ) (wy,3-WYYZ)

In general,

[

mxcti cos ~ mycu sinj3

1[

= (1’ux2-%~) (lcux~-1CUX2)
– mycu sin/3 mxcu cos P

(1C5’2-lCU.Y1) (1CUY3-1CUY2) 1

-1
‘(wXr2-wxrl) (wXr3-wxr2) .

(17)
-(WY,2-WYA) (wyr3-wyr2)

Solving for the three unknowns is simplified if the robot moves only in the x direction between points

1 and 2 and then moves only in the y direction between points 2 md 3, i.e. (WY,Z–WY,l)= O and

(WX,3-WX,2)= o. Solving for the mgle of the camera and the X,Ymicroscope magnification

p=,,aan :Y*-’CU9X.2-WX.,,[+--j‘u

/

Y3–I’UY2

(w/ Yr3 ‘wYr2 )

‘xcU=&and‘Ycu=i%%‘f ‘Sin’’’oo”

‘r ‘xcU=*and‘Ya=- ‘f ‘sin’’<o”o’

(18)

(19)

(20)

Now thatthe magn~lcation and orientation of each microscope are knowq we can go back and
determine the position of each microscope. For the upward looking microscope, we are interested in its
position with respect to the world coordinates. For the downward looking microscope, we are interested in
its position with respect to the robot’s tool frame.

Let us begin with the upward looking microscope. To determine its position with respect to the world,
we need to fmd the position of the hole in the calibration wafer with respect to the robot’s tool coordinates.
This can be accomplished by viewing the
describe the position of the hole are

hole while rotating the robot’s wrist. The set of equations that

Cosp – sin p Wxcu

sin p Cosp ‘Ycu

o 0 1

/
1 0 () Icux

mxcu

/][1

01 0 Icu
Y (21)

mycu

o 011

where e is the orientation of the robot wrist about the z-axis. From above, we know ( mxcu, mYCu,P ). We

can measure the robot position and orientation ( ‘xr, ‘y,, o ) and the position of the hole in the image plane

(““x, ‘CUY ). However, we do not know the position of the hole relative to the robot tool flame ( ‘x, ‘y) or

the position of the microscope with respect to the world coordinates ( ‘xcU, ‘ycu ). There are two equations
and four unknowns. Equation (21 ) can be written as

‘x

[

Cos(9 –sine –1 o
i’= S..

II

‘Y
cose o – 1 “’Xcu

‘Ycu

—
Xi

1
=0

y
(22)
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where

Icu ~ Icu
Yi

[1:

–wxr~ +
Xj

--Jcosp —— sin ~
mxcu m ycu

Yj = Icu x Icu
Yi

‘wy~i + ~sinp+ — Cosp
“lXcu m ycu i

Moving the hole to n>2 points, the least squaresproblem can be statedas

where

Cos(31 – sin61 -1 0

sin ~ Cosq o –1

A= :;::

Cosen – sin Qn -1 0

sinen Cos19n o –1

b=

x,
q

[

x,
Yn

I ‘x

The well-known least squares solution is

@ = (ATA]l ATb .

If the robot angle 6i is not known precisely, an alternativemethod of locating the position of the

(23)

(24)

(25)

upward looking microscope is as follows. First, locate the center of the robot tool in the upward looking
camera coordinates, and then add the position of the robot tool with respect to world coordinates. By
rotating the robot tool, the hole in the calibration wafer creates an arc in the image coordinates whose
center is the robot tool position in camera coordinates. The least squaresproblem is to

min

(m 3bxi-cuxr~+byi-cuyrf-br~~)[Xr ~cuYr>Cur ‘=1

where

The location of the upward looking microscope in world coordinates is then

[1
‘Xcu

‘Ycu

1 [1
‘Xr

—— ‘Yr -

1 “[1
‘u

‘r

cuYr

1

(26)

(27)
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where ( CUxr,Cuyr) is the solution to (26).

The location of the downward looking microscope with respect to the robot coordinate frame is the last
unknown. Unfortunately, we cannot use the same technique as above. Instead, we must assume thatthe
robot gently picked up the wafer without moving it laterally. As we will see in the Experimental Results

Section, this is a good assumption. The absolute position of the hole ( ‘x~P, ‘y~P ) when the wafer is on the

pallet is

(28)

where ( ‘x, ‘y) is the relative position of the hole with respect to the robot wrist as found in Equation (25),

$ ) are the position and orientation of the robot when the wafer is picked up from the~d ( ‘x’P, ‘y’P, p

pallet. The position of the downward looking microscope ( ‘~zxcd, ‘Vzycd) can be computed as

where ( “’xri, ‘yri ) is anyone of the three positions (i=l,2,0r 3) of the robot when viewing the hole with the

downward looking microscope (see Equations (10) to (12)), and ( ‘cdXi, ‘cdyi ) is the corresponding position
of the hole in the image.

Once calibrated, the vision system can be used to determine the position of pins and gears and the tool

offset of the pin insertion tool. For example, the location of a pin or hole ( ‘Xfd, ‘Yfd ) can be determined

from the image coordinates of the downward looking microscope by

where (‘cd x fd , lcdY fd ) ‘s ‘e ‘age Position Of ‘e ‘eatire> ‘d ( ‘Xrjd, ‘yrjd ) ‘s ‘he Position ‘f ‘he robot
when the image is taken.

Using the upward looking microscope, the position offset of the pin insertion tool is determined from a

hole in the center of the tool. Its position offset with respect to the robot wrist ( ‘Xfi, ‘yfU) is given by

Fl=Ff’~:vF~’~’:’lh-iJ‘3’)
where ( IcuX&, ‘Cuyfu ) is the image position of the insertion tool and @& is the wrist orientation when the

image is taken.
Using Equations (30) and (31), the pins can be picked up and inserted, and the gears and pins can be

aligned. For example, when picking up a pin, the x,y position of the robot is determined by solving
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H
‘xfd

‘yfd =

1

Cos(3 –sine ‘Xr 111
‘Xfu

sin d Cos e ‘Yr ‘Yfu

o 011

(32)

for ( ‘x,, ‘yr ) where O is any arbitraryrobot wrist angle, and ( ‘xfd, ‘yfd ) and ( ‘Xfi, ‘yfi ) are the

locations of the pin and pin insertion tool as given in Equations (30) and (3 1). When placing the wafer of
gears on the press-fit pins, the x,y position and orientation of the robot are determined by solving

F~’~’~l=F~’:’~lF’’~;’~l ’33)

for (‘x,, ‘yr,~ ). The locations of pins 1 and 2 with respect to the world coordinates are ( ‘xfd~, ‘yfd~ ) and

( ‘Xfd2, ‘Yfd2 ) as given in Equation (30). The locations of gears 1 and 2 with respect to the robot

coordinates are ( ‘Xfil, ‘yfUl ) and ( ‘Xfi2, ‘Yfu2 ) as given in Equation (31). The orientations of the pins and

gears are given by

A = arctan[1‘yfd2–wyfdl and

[ 1

‘Yji42-rYfil
y = arctan

‘xfd2 ‘Wxfdl ‘XW’XW

(34)

Experimental Results

The calibration procedure was executed several times to quantify the variability of the procedure.
Tables 1 to 3 show the results of these tests. From Table 1, the resolution of the downward looking camera
is approximately 5.9 microns/pixel, while the resolution of the upward looking camera is approximately 4.8
rnicronslpixel. However, when determining the center location of the holes, a subpixel precision of 3.3
microns (3 standarddeviations -- 30) for the downward looking microscope and 1.3 microns (30) for the
upward looking microscope was typically achieved.

Tables 2 and 3 show thatthe two methods for determining the upward looking microscope’s location
produce substantially different results. While the mean error in Table 2 is extremely low, the standard
deviation (root mean squared error) shows that errors in the fit data can reach up to 68 microns (30). On
the other hand, the standarddeviation in Table 3 shows thaterrors in the fit data are typically less than 3.6
microns (3cr). These results lead us to conclude thatthe resolution of the wrist angle used in the
calculations is not accurate enough. Although the wrist motor has a repeatability of 0.006 degrees, the belt
between the motor and the wrist axis allows for considerable errors. In fact, we estimate the wrist errors to
be up to 0.1 degrees over a 10 degree rotation, based on the circular fit using Equation (26). Therefore, the
least squares fit using Equation (26) is used for calibration throughout the rest of the tests.

Because of possible errors in wrist orientation, we must also be careful when aligning rows of gears to
rows of pins. Instead of applying Equations (33) and (34) only once, it is applied several times, allowing
the visual feedback to correct for the wrist orientation error. In the fiture, we plan to add an additional
encoder on the wrist axis to eliminate this orientation error.

To assess the accuracy of the calibration parametersin Table 1 and 3, another test was perform that
compared the calculated location of the calibration pin before and after the robot picked up the wafer.
First, the downward looking microscope viewed the calibration wafer while it was in the pallet, and the
absolute position of the pin was computed. Next, the robot picked up the calibration wafer and translatedit
over the upward looking camera. The new absolute position of the calibration pin was computed from the
upward looking microscope image coordinates. This position was compared to the translatedposition
computed from the downward looking microscope. This test was repeated 10 times. Table 4 shows that
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the repeatability was 1.3 microns with a standarddeviation of 0.5 microns. This error includes vision
calibration errors as well as a possible displacement of the wafer when it is being picked up. Since the
clearance holes of the gears are 8-11 microns larger than the pin diameters, these calibration results were
concluded to be accurate enough to perform the gear placement task. If necessary, better resolution could
be achieved by increasing the magnification of the microscopes, which are currently at their lowest setting.

Table I. Vision calibration parameters for 10 trials.

Mean (pixels/mm) StandardDeviation

m ,r/f 171.9016 pixels/mm 0.18960 pixels/mm
----

mycd 173.4098 pixels/mm 0.13797 pixels/mm

a -88.5810 degrees 0.01933 degrees

m -208.7504 pixelshnm 0.09288 pixelshnm
Xcu

m 209.3141 pixels/mm 0.04987 pixels/mm
ycu

D -92.6970 degrees 0.04705 pixels/mm

Table 2. Vision calibration parameters derived fiomfitting 9 data points using Equation (25).

‘x
20.6575 mm

‘v
22.9962 mm

. I

Mean error from datapoint I 2.8816x10-’4 mm
Standarddeviation from data~oint \0.0227 mm

I Wv I 125.0708 mm I

I w.! \8.7608 mm I
Y Cu

‘z~cd 2.9427 mm

rgzv . 109.6385 mm

Table 3. Vision calibration parameters derivedj$-omfitting 9 data points using Equation (26).
Matlab ’s LEASTSQ routine was used to solve the circular least squaresfit.

a Xr
21.3728 mm

al
Y.

24.8062 mm

Cu
r

31.1236mm

Mean error from circular fit -2.OX1O-’mm

Standarddeviation from circular tit 0.0012 mm

I ‘%.
I 125.0496 mm I

I ‘Y..
I 8.5336 mm I

‘Zxcd 2.9254 mm

‘Pycd
109.4062 mm
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Table 4. Location errors of the calibration pin when viewed before and after the robot picked up the wafer.

Mean StandardDeviation
0.1040 micronsex 0.3523 microns

1.2526 microns
‘Y

0.5365 microns

+=7 1.3106 microns 0.5088 microns

Once the vision system is calibrated, the assembly process is as follows,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10

The upward looking microscope locates the center of the pin insertion tool with respect to the
robot tool frame using Equation (3 1).
The downward looking microscope locates a pin in the left most wafer (the one with the clearance
holes) using Equation (30).
The pin insertion tool is moved just above the pin using Equation (32). The downward pneumatic
valve of the insertion tool is activated, pushing the tool over the pin. A vacuum is applied to the
tool tip, picking up the pin. The upward value of the insertion tool is activated, lifting the tool.
The downward looking microscope locates a hole in the middle wafer (the one with press-fit
holes) using Equation (30).
The pin insertion tool with the pin is moved just above the hole using Equation (32). The
downward valve of the insertion tool is activated, pressing the pin into the hole. The vacuum at
the tool tip is released, and the upward valve of the insertion tool is activated, thus lifting the tool
and leaving the press-fit pin.
Steps 2 through 5 are repeated for several pins.
The downward looking microscope locates two pins in the middle wafer using Equation (30). The
orientation of the rows of pins is determined from these two positions from Equation (34).
The vacuum chuck tool picks up the right wafer (the one with the gears) and positions it over the
upward looking microscope.
The upward looking microscope locates the center of two gears with respect to the robot tool
frame using Equation (31). The orientation of the rows of gears is determined from these two
positions from Equation (34). The robot wrist is rotated to align the orientation of the rows of
gears to the rows of pins. Because of possible wrist rotation error, this step is repeated several
times until an acceptable error is reached.
The robot places the wafer of gears over the wafer of pins using Equation (33).

Figure 5 shows the robot picking up a 386-micron diameterpin. Figures 6 and 7 show the robot
placing the wafer of gears over the wafer of pins, These experiments were repeated several times, and as
long as the vision system correctly located a pin or hole, it never failed. In those cases where the vision
system failed to locate a pin or hole, it was typically because of scratches or dust thathad accumulated
around the hole. At the time of publication, the gears have not been released from a top wafer. However, a
close visual inspection from the side of the wafer shows thatthe gears arebeing placed on the pins. This is
verified by the contact between the surface of the two wafers, and the fact thatthey do not slip laterally.
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Figure 5. Tkepin insertion tool is picking up a 386-micron diameter pin. The pin is placed in the wafer in
the background.

Figure 6. The wafer of gears is being placed on the wafer ofpins,

15
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Figure 7. View of the wafer of gears before being placed on the pins.

Conclusion

In this paper, we described a parallel assembly technique for assembling multiple layers of LIGA
components into complex structures,such as a geared transmission.The “standard” processes for this
parallel assembly would consist of four steps: fabrication, assembly, diffision bonding, and release. These
steps would be repeated several times, each time adding a new layer of LIGA to the final assembly. In this
paper, we investigated the assembly step. This step consists of automatically inserting multiple pins into a
substrate, and then placing a wafer with multiple gears onto the pins. A dual microscope system was used
to locate the pins accurately and align the wafers to within 3 microns. Futurework will concentrate on
integrating the assembly step with the diffusion bonding and release steps.
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